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Suffolk System Aided Bank Note Circulation

(The following article originally appeared in
LANDMARK '76, Vol. 3, No. 2, an occasional
publication of The Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston during the Bicentennial era. No further
dating is given. The editor was Mary Jane Coyle;
no author's name given.)

When a purchase is made in an American store today,
payment may be by check, credit cards, or coin and
currency issued by the federal government. In early
19th century America, however, some purchases might
have been made with specie (gold and silver coin), some
might have been made by credit, and some purchases
(in the cities) might have been made using personal
checks, but many purchases were made using "bank
notes" — currency backed by specie and convertible into
specie. Bank notes, which passed as money, were issued
by banks empowered by the state which chartered them
to produce these notes.

City bankers in Boston, however, disliked bank notes
issued by "country banks" — that is, banks outside of
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William Lawrence, founder of the first incorporated
company to manufacture woolen goods in New
England, was familiar with 19th century currency
problems. As a director of the Suffolk Bank, Lawrence,
along with bank director John A. Lowell, wrote the
letter inviting Boston banks to start the Suffolk System.

Boston. They distrusted them and wanted their own city
bank notes to circulate instead of country bank notes. In
1824, seven Boston banks joined together to deal with
the problem of country bank notes. The system which
they formed, the Suffolk System, lasted for over 30
years, and is credited with bringing about a
stabilization of currency which was unequalled in any
other region of the country. And a stable currency
helped smooth the way for the expansion of New
England's commerce and industry.

Before the founding of the Suffolk System, country
bank notes caused difficulties for city businessmen and
bankers. Bank notes, backed by specie, were acceptable
as long as people were confident of being able to redeem
the notes or confident that someone else would accept
the notes in payment of debt. But Bostonians were not
confident about these country bank notes — especially
notes issued by banks outside of Massachusetts. There
was confusion about which notes were acceptable.
Often notes were only acceptable at less than their face
value. Such problems could only hinder commerce.

As far back as 1799, a committee of the Massachusetts
Bank, the Union Bank, and the Boston branch of the
Bank of the United States was discussing on what
terms the banks should accept country bank notes. Four
years later, they were working together to send the
country bank notes back to the country banks for
redemption — in other words, to give the notes back to
the bank, demanding specie in return. But sending the
notes back was costly and inconvenient, and so the
Boston banks finally refused to take any country bank
notes at all.

Meanwhile, money brokers in the city began to make
profits exchanging country money. The broker would
purchase the country money at a discount (that is, at
less than its face value) and would then return the note
to the country bank which issued it, demanding specie
at the note's full face value.

By 1810, the Boston bankers were noticing a curious
phenomenon. Their city bank notes weren't circulating
very well at all. Because of the uncertainty associated
with country bank notes. people were giving them to
each other as fast as possible. (They didn't want to be
stuck with the notes, themselves.) And country bank
notes became the usual medium of exchange in Boston.
This clear demonstration of Gresham's Law — money
which people don't trust circulates more freely than the
more reliable money which people salt away — was
galling to the Boston bankers. The problem drew their
concern since circulation of bank notes was a
traditional measure of banking success.

As one solution to the country bank note problem, the
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New England Bank decided it wanted part of the
profitable money broker business and, after 1814, it
began a regular business of buying country notes at a
fixed discount and sending them back for specie
redemption at face value.

The Suffolk Bank, founded in 1818, began to compete
with the New England Bank in the business of bank
note redemption. But in 1824, it hit upon a better
scheme. In 1824, the Suffolk Bank invited the Boston
banks to join it, in redeeming country bank notes.

The Boston banks received a letter, prepared by two
directors of the Suffolk Bank — textile manufacturers
John A. Lowell and William Lawrence. The letter noted
that while the Boston banks possessed over half the
banking capital in New England ($10,150,000). the
Boston banks had only $300,000 worth of bank notes in
permanent circulation. In contrast, the country banks
had $7,500,000 worth of bank notes in circulation.

The letter proposed "that a fund of   hundred
thousand dollars, to be assessed in proportion to their
respective capitals, be raised by the several banking
institutions, who may agree to the arrangement, to be
placed at the disposal of one or more banks for the
purpose of sending home the bills of the banks in the
State of Maine, in such way as many be deemed
expedient. That this capital shall be paid in the bills of

the several banks, which shall be indiscriminately paid
out for the purchase of Eastern money. That the profit or
loss shall be in common, after charging a reasonable
compensation for any extra service rendered by the
officers of the bank receiving them."

This proposal was eventually widened to include the
redemption of the notes of all New England banks. Six
Boston banks, along with the Suffolk, contributed the
sum of $300,000 to be used to purchase "foreign
money" (as the country bank notes were called) and
send it home for redemption. This Suffolk System, with
the Suffolk Bank as its agent, instilled confidence in
bank notes from all over New England, such that the
notes were not only accepted, they were accepted at face
value.

David Rice Whitney, president of the Suffolk, wrote in
1878, describing the Suffolk's arrangement with
country banks for the redemption of their bills in 1826,
"The general arrangement made with the New England
[country] banks, which opened an account with the
Suffolk Bank for the redemption of their bills, was as
follows: Each bank placed a permanent deposit with the
Suffolk Bank of $2,000 and upwards, free of interest, the
amount depending upon the capital and business of the
bank. This sum was the minimum for banks with a
capital of $100,000 and under. In consideration of such
deposit, the Suffolk Bank redeemed all the bills of that
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State Street in 19th century Boston was filled with activity. The Suffolk Bank stands at the right, at 60 State
Street, and the Old State House, at the left.
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bank which might come to it from any source, charging
the redeemed bills to the issuing bank once a week, or
whenever they amounted to a certain fixed sum;
provided, the bank kept a sufficient amount of funds to
its credit, independent of the permanent deposit, to
redeem all of its bills which might come into the
possession of the Suffolk Bank."

It is important to note that cooperating banks could
redeem their own notes by depositing "a sufficient
amount of funds" in the form of acceptable bank notes
at par with the Suffolk — a great advantage over being
forced to redeem notes in specie all the time.

Yet some country banks balked at the system. They
didn't enjoy being "coerced" into keeping a large sum
of money in a non-interest bearing account at the
Suffolk. In 1832, the cashier of the Suffolk Bank replied
in this way to the complaints of the Bank of Rutland,
Vermont, "We have never required you to redeem your
bills at this bank instead of your own; nor have we ever
demanded of you an exorbitant price for counting your
bills. They will be received and counted at this bank
whether you have a permanent deposit with us or not.
We ask of you a permanent deposit as a consideration
for receiving from you bills of all the other banks in the
New England States in exchange for your own at par;
some of which are converted into specie by us at a
discount of one and a half percent. In addition, we take
the whole risk of those bills after they have been placed
in our hands. We how have on hand $18,005 in the bills
of the Burrillville Bank, which has recently failed;
whether we shall get pay for them or not is very
doubtful. If you still think the price we ask for
transacting your business is exorbitant, and should
prefer paying your bills at your own counter, we have no
objections to sending them there; but we hope you will
not expect us to take the bills of all the other banks in
New England in payment for them at par."

In other words, the cashier is saying — the Rutland
Bank doesn't have to cooperate with the system, but if it
doesn't, the Suffolk will feel no obligation to accept New
England bank notes at face value, in exchange for the
Rutland Bank's notes. In fact, the Suffolk may even
demand specie from the Rutland Bank, when the
Rutland notes are returned for redemption.

Today a dollar is worth a dollar throughout the
United States. But what if it weren't? What if (as was
the case with 19th century bank notes) the value of a
dollar varied from region to region? What if, for
example, a dollar were worth a dollar in Washington,
D.C., but were discounted to 90 cents in Massachusetts
and were totally unacceptable in Illinois? Such varying
standards for currency would cause real problems for
commerce. But varying standards of acceptability were
the order of the day for the 19th century bank notes.

The Suffolk System combatted the chaos with its
policy of accepting New England bank notes in
exchange for other New England bank notes. It became
the first regional clearinghouse in the country. Because
bank notes from all over New England could be turned
into the Suffolk, people were more willing than they had
been in the past to accept the notes. And the notes of

New England were accepted at face value throughout
New England and beyond.

Sorting New England bank notes continued at the
Suffolk until 1858, when the clearinghouse function of
the Suffolk was declining in importance. By 1855, some
country banks grew resentful of the profits of the
Suffolk, and formed their own bank, the Bank of Mutual
Redemption, to clear their own notes in Boston and
pocket the profits.

In addition to competition for bank note business,
there were other reasons for the decline in bank note
business. The bank note itself was being used less,
repleced by the increasingly popular system of bank
deposits and checks.

Finally, the National Bank Act in 1863 taxed state
bank notes to make the notes unprofitable for state
banks and to encourage state banks to become part of
the national banking system. As a result, state bank
notes were driven out of existence.

Nevertheless, for over 30 years, the clearing service of
the Suffolk System, developed by private enterprise as a
profit-making operation, contributed to the growth of
commerce and industry by allowing New England
businessmen to settle debts in a stable and acceptable
medium of exchange — bank notes.

Safety Fund Insured
New York Bank Notes

While New England was enjoying the benefits of a
stable currency, aided by the Suffolk System, New York
State in the 1800s was experimenting with a system-
wide bank insurance plan — the New York Safety Fund
— as a method of adding confidence to the notes issued
by New York State banks.

Joshua Forman, an advocate of the Erie Canal,
suggested the plan to New York State Governor Martin
Van Buren. Forman based his plan on the system of
Hong merchants in China, with whom American (and
all foreign) traders had to deal. The merchants had an
exclusive grant from the government to trade with
foreigners and each merchant was liable for each
other's debts, in case of failure.

The Safety Fund Act, proposed by Governor Van
Buren, was passed by the New York State Legislature in
1829. The act stipulated that banks, chartered by the
state, had to contribute to the Fund a specified amount
proportionate to their capital (up to three percent of the
total capital of all member banks). In return for the
contribution, the debts of any member bank which
failed would be paid off, out of the fund. Upon depletion
of the Safety Fund, member banks would contribute
again.

The Safety Fund also provided for regular
examination of all of the over 100 member banks every
four months — and special examination of a member
bank if requested by three member banks. The
examinations were performed by a newly created State

(Continued On Page 322)
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The first small size note to surface from The First
National Bank of Tom Bean, Texas. Signed by J. H.
Dickson, the town druggist who was acting president at
the time.

$20 type I notes — 984; issued in sheets of 6; serials
A000001A-A000164A

The Bankers Register records the original bank title
as The Tom Bean State Bank, established in 1906 with a
capital of $10,000. The first officers were W. Jackson,
president; F. P. Thompson, vice-president; with F. E.
Douglas, cashier. The bank was sponsored by the
Gaston National Bank of Dallas, charter 7113, which
itself was liquidated in 1909. The Tom Bean State Bank
continued to operate until 1917 when it applied for
nationalization and was granted charter 11019 under
the new title of The First National Bank of Tom Bean,

Texas, and it has continued in business ever since. In
later years the bank moved from the original 1906 site
into a modern brick structure. The furnishings from the
original 1906 bank have now become a part of the Six
Flags Over Texas exhibit in Dallas where they are on
public display. (The six flags were those of France,
Spain, Mexico, the Republic of Texas, the Confederacy,
and the United States.

Tom Bean's Name and its Namesake
(The following is largely excerpted from the column

"Tolbert's Texas" by Frank X. Tolbert, in The Dallas Morning
News, Nov. 27, 1976, by permission.—

TOM BEAN
* CITY LIMIT •

POP. 0

When you approach the town of Tom Bean, Texas, 12
miles from Sherman (you will not find Tom Bean on a
Rand McNally map), you get the impression that the
town has been deserted. A highway sign reads "Tom
Bean, city limit, Pop. 0". Upon closer inspection you will

Suffolk System
(Continued From Page 321)

Board of Banking Commissioners.
The Safety Fund was intended to make bank notes

acceptable and safe by insuring them. However, the
Safety Fund Act provided insurance for the "debts" of
banks. Since deposits (and checks) were relatively new
to the banking system in the 1800s, bank deposits were
not yet thought of as bank debts. A court in 1842 ruled
that deposits were, in fact, "debts." And so the Safety
Fund, designed to insure bank notes, found itself
insuring deposits as well.

The Safety Fund law was then changed to cover only
notes, but the Safety Fund still remained liable for the
debts (notes and deposits) of the banks which failed
before the law was changed — and because the Safety
Fund was insufficient, New York State had to pay out
nearly one million dollars. In the Panic of 1857, more
banks failed and, in 1866, the Safety Fund ended. As in
New England, the need to ensure the acceptability of
state bank notes vanished with the coming of the

National Bank Act in 1863 and the subsequent
conversion of most state banks into national banks.

However, the Safety Fund had recognized that banks
were not isolated enterprises, but, rather, were part of a
monetary system. The Fund was an effort by the
government to ensure the security of state bank notes —
unlike New England's Suffolk System which was an
effort by private enterprise. Finally, the Safety Fund
was an assertion of control — in the form of
examinations — by the government over the banking
system.

Sources used included: "The Suffolk Bank" by D. R.
Whitney, "The Molding of American Banking" by Fritz
Redlich, "Banks and Politics in America" by Bray
Hammond, and "History of the American Economy" by
Ross M. Robertson.
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